Identity security breaches put your business at risk

Employs the FIDO2* technology protocol, among the strongest authentication standards available

Deploys easily on existing smartphones with the AT&T MFA app

Secure access to your corporate network and prevent identity fraud

AT&T Multi-Factor Authenticator

Employs the FIDO2* technology protocol, among the strongest authentication standards available

Deploys easily on existing smartphones with the AT&T MFA app

Zero trust security, trust no one, authenticate everyone

No need for physical security keys

Easy to use and familiar user experience

Works with existing Identity Providers (IdPs)

Integrates with other cybersecurity platforms as a key part of your zero trust network protocol

Why AT&T

Cybersecurity is complex. The threat landscape changes fast. It can be difficult to know you’re making the right security choices. We reduce the complexity and cost of fighting cybercrime while enhancing the speed and strength of your response to network threats.

To learn more, contact your AT&T Business representative or learn more here.

*Fast Identity Online 2: https://fidoalliance.org/fido2/
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